


Fragance is both
invisible & unforgettable

   An excellent fragrance is not created by the 
expensive bottle. An outstanding fragrance is 
created by the essence that is contained inside of 
the bottle. After all, it will be the perfume the you 
enjoy, so it must be the best thing about the   
product.
   Creating long lasting, luxury fragrance is what 
we are passionate about, which is why we find a 
way to get it to you in the most a�ordable       
packaging. Whit the finest quality; longest lasting 
oils, and we put them in at the highest concentration 
to ensure we repeatedly delight the final consumer. 

...a fragrance is another
way of leaving an impression
on somebody.

Can be easily used anywhere in the Car , Home or O
ce for continuous freshness. 

ODOR ELIMINATOR

Odor eliminator spray It's made from powerful 100% concentrated oil based liquids. With simply a 
of couple sprays under your car/bathroom mats it will leave your area smelling fresh for days. So no 
need to keep on spraying over and over. You will be 100% Satisfied that's for a fact.

  It is simply amazing. Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed.

VORTEX
HANGING TAG

VORTEX IS new natural 
eco-friendly, good for 
woman’s and man’s cars. 
It is part of our best car 
air fresheners with high 
quality which are the 
long-lasting scent. These 
air fresheners have a 
long lasting fragrance. 
They will refresh your car 
fragrance are nontoxic 
great for car truck room 
home and other interi-
ors. Just put it on the car 
, home or interior which 
want to refresh the 
aroma and will have 
good smell. 
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MyPro
Premium Quality Fragrances are made in France, and The Whole product is made from 100% recy-
clable Brazilian Wood and Glass.

Transform your home or o�ce in a Spa!

Sensory candles
Hand-poured by artisans into a handblown glass vessel, this candles carries an alluring fragrances.
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